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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

The title of this paper is “A Brief Description Of The Talent John Egan In M.J. Hyland’s Novel Carry Me Down”. There are three main characters in the novel, namely: John Egan, Michael Egan and Helen Egan. Main characters have role and different characters explained clearly through what they say and what they do. John Egan is an eleven years old boy from Irish. He has a dream that he want to put his name in a record at Guinness Book Of Record with his own talent as a lying detector. John believe, when somebody lying him, he will feel dizzy, vomited, his ears will be hot, etc. but, when his dream become true, he must to face a problems in his family. The problem which made his family not be unity again for temporally. When the problems is over, John forgetting his ambition to put his name in a record at Guinness books of record and choose to be a normal boy and life hapifully with his family. The writer used Library Method, that is reading the novel “Carry Me Down” and studying based on literature books. Besides that, the writer searches the data from internet about biography of the author’s novel.
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